Jesus said: “when two or more are gathered in my name,” the impact of the intention is greatly magnified… We have all witnessed the power of prayer, whether in a small or large group. Prayer has been scientifically proven to have a significant positive outcome in any challenging situation. So when a group of souls with similar vibrational frequencies are gathered for a shared purpose, their combined energy can “move mountains.” This is why there have been many worldwide meditations involving millions. There truly is power in numbers.

2016 is the Year of Unification. What exactly does that mean? This is the year we connect, co-operate, consolidate and co-create communities together. It’s time to merge our energies to shift our Planet into a New Earth of peace & enlightenment. Let us now
unite, standing together in Love & Harmony, knowing that in the Law of Divine Order, it will be done.

Play with SODALITE, for solidarity & unity.

#KeepExpandingYourConsciousness